
To be filthy or not to be; that is the question: Titania

Whether it be nobler in the mind

To be digging in soft soil

Or to be engaging in

Cleaner pastimes

So, say we choose the former

Digging in smooth velvet silt

Withdrawing our filthy hands

To plant tiny seeds,

Tucking them in

Patience then, to await

Reaping bountiful harvests

Or arrays of beautiful

Rainbow flowers

And when eco champions plant

Beautiful verdant saplings

Baby trees I call them

And engage in much-needed

Bush regeneration

Here is the question:

Are our hands filthy

Or earthy?

Another question for a lively debate:

What’s more valuable?

Dirt or diamonds?

The latter perhaps most would say

I ask you this:

Can you grow an oxygen rich

And life-giving forest



In acres of diamonds?

Even a succulent veggie garden?

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend

Or so they say

Not when she and her family are starving

Nay!

So, what’s more valuable?

Fancy gems or life?

The 50 Shades of Grey

Filthy or erotic?

You decide

Romance? Orgy? Both?

Was it about healing

A troubled, abused soul?

As I took it to be

Food for thought

I see sex as a sacred thing

Upsetting when it’s cheapened

Seeing women used as sex objects

Many goaded to believe

That’s their lot

Everyone deserves equality, love,

Peace and respect

I had a filthy shirt

Just wash it, you may say

It had the many uses

Of the F word

My dirty shirt



I called it

Until the f***er fell apart

Are tonight’s dishes filthy

Or just used?

That’s what they’re for

Methinks; washed and reused

We don’t eat off the floor

Or the ground

Like hungry wolves

No judgment to animal kingdoms, mind

They have different ways

To we humankind

Filthy worn clothes…

Fancy going around naked?

Most don’t live in nudist colonies

Or visit nudist beaches

Again, no judgement

To their way of life

Feeling nudity is natural

It is how we enter this weird

Terrible

And wonderful world

After all

So, what constitutes filth?

Is it indeed filthy

To have dirty hands, dishes

Or clothes?

To make love?



Or are these

Aspects of life

Making it more peaceful

Enjoyable

Easier to navigate

In the garden

Or our homes

Out in the wide world

Without much ado,

You’ll be sure to find

Some kind of sparkling

And earthy magic

In the often tedious daily grind
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